Inventory
-Trailer frame
-Tow bar
-Seat post hitch
-Fabric cover
-Fabric bottom
-Safety flag
-Wheel reflectors

-Plastic for bottom fabric
-Rear reflector (or tail
light)
-Two quick release
wheels,
tires, and tubes
-Safety strap
-Hitch nut
-Two red set screws

Trailer Frame Anatomy
(Roll Bars are not included on this
model.)
Tow bar
Ball joint

Hitch nut

Fabric Bottom
The fabric bottom comes with the plastic floor
installed and is fastened to the bottom of the
trailer. To complete installation open the Velcro
at the front & back .
1.

Fasten the fabric over the strut at the front
and rear of the trailer, making sure the Velcro lines up.

2.

Fasten the top fabric sides over the top sides of the trailer making sure the
Velcro lines up.

3.

Fasten the Velcro loops along the bottom of the trailer.

Wheels
NOTE: If you have a braking system, skip this section, go to the separately enclosed Braking System Instructions, and then return to Wheel Reflectors.
On each quick release skewer, unscrew the nut and remove one spring. Then slide the skewer through the axle of Skewer
the hub (center of the wheel). Replace the spring with the smaller end towards the inside, and loosely attach the nut.Set the
wheel into the dropouts of the frame with the quick release lever to the outside of the trailer. Make sure the wheels are
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all the way to the back of the drop out. Tighten the nut until the quick release lever can be closed tightly (press lever in, not
around in a circle).
The wheels need to be secured firmly into the drop outs.
Wheel Reflectors
If not pre-installed, install the wheel reflectors into the wheels near the valve but with enough space to add air easily to the tires.
Tow bar
Insert the two red set screws (wing nuts) into the threaded holes in the main frame
just far enough to hold them in place. Slide the tow bar downwards, between the
main frame and the two notched front struts.
There are two grooves in the tow bar. Select the grooves that allow your trailer to
sit closest to level. Adjust the tow bar while you tighten the red set screws so that
the screw tips fit into the indentations in the front of the tow bar.

Grooved strut
under fabric

When tightened securely, the tow bar is pressed firmly against the struts to prevent
it from loosening.

RING

Jogger Stroller
If you are installing the Jogger wheel, instead of the tow bar, follow Jogger Stroller
instructions which are a included separately, then return to Rear Reflector.
Seat Post Hitch
Attach the hitch to the seat post with the bevel facing upward at a height which
allows the trailer to be as parallel to the ground as possible. Tighten the hitch collar
evenly and snugly on both sides.

Grooved strut
Red Set Screw

Attaching Trailer to Seat Post Hitch
Place the threaded portion of the ball joint through the beveled hole in the hitch. Tow Bar
Tighten the hitch nut securely.
Safety Strap
Rear Reflectors, Safety Flag and Safety Strap
Install the reflector to the reflector mount at the back of the trailer. Insert the safety
flag into the tube at the left rear of the trailer. Wrap the safety strap around the seat
post and attach, keeping it loose enough to avoid binding while cornering. (Not used
with Automatic Braking System)
Fabric Cover
Lay the fabric over the top and attach to all four sides with the Velcro strips. The
logo goes towards the rear.

Hitch
Ball Joint

Hitch Nut

Large trailer- black/red/grey

Owner’s Manual
Please read and understand your Owner’s Manual.

Tow bar (tongue)
Seat post hitch
Hex key 3/16
Hitch

Bottom fabric
Top Fabric
Red set screws
Hitch Nut

Wheels
Safety flag
Ball joint
Safety Strap
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